ABSTRACT The timely detection of life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias (VAs) is critical for saving a patient's life. General features that characterize ECG waveforms are extracted for VA detection. To take into account the subtle differences in the QRS complexes among different people, new personalized features are proposed in this paper based on the correlation coefficient between a patient-specific regular QRScomplex template and his/her real-time ECG data. Small sets of the most effective features are chosen with support vector machines from 11 newly extracted and 15 previously existing features, for efficient performance and real-time operation. Our proposed new features aveCC and medianCC are verified to be effective in enhancing the performance of existing features under both the record-based and database-based data divisions. Through 50-time random record-based data divisions, all combinations of two features and three features are tested. The top two-feature combination is VFleak and aveCC, which achieves an area under curve (AUC) value of 98.56% ± 0.89%, a specificity (SP) of 94.80% ± 2.15%, and an accuracy (ACC) of 94.66% ± 1.97%; the top three-feature combination is VFleak, MEA, and aveCC, which obtains an AUC of 98.98% ± 0.58%, an SP of 95.56% ± 1.45%, and an ACC of 95.46% ± 1.36%; these results outperform the previous top-two and top-three feature combinations. Similar results are obtained on the database-based data division.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ventricular fibrillation (VF), ventricular flutter (VFL) and rapid ventricular tachycardia (VT), are life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias (VAs), which may cause sudden cardiac arrest and even death if timely therapy is not conducted within a few minutes [1] - [3] . A high quality, easily implementable, fast ventricular arrhythmia (VA) detection algorithm will help achieve a high probability of survival from out-of-hospital heart attack incidents. Henceforth, many research efforts have been dedicated to developing effective VA detection algorithms, aiming to achieve a trade-off between classification performance and real-time performance.
A large number of algorithms for VA detection have been proposed and evaluated in the literature. Detection methods using a single effective feature are proposed, of which features are extracted in temporal/morphologic domains [4] - [6] , spectral domain [7] - [9] or other domains [2] , [10] - [12] . Jekova [13] conduct comparative assessment of five previously-existing VA detection algorithms. Amann et al. [2] evaluate multiple algorithms for VA detection, to verify the proposed algorithm using a single feature. However, the detection performance by using one single feature is limited [14] . One of the key reasons is that the ECG signals vary from one person to another [15] , and also change according to different body movements or emotional status even for the same person [16] .
To improve VA detection performance, multi-feature classification is investigated, with the aim to obtain the most effective feature set by feature selection techniques [14] , [17] - [20] or classifier-based methods [21] - [23] . Recent studies about multi-feature VA detection are presented in [14] , [17] , and [22] using a large number of ECG data from the public databases and achieving superior performance over that of a single feature. Li et al. [22] select a subset of nine features from 14 features using genetic algorithm, further two most effective features using Support Vector Machines (SVMs). Alonso-Atienza et al. [14] propose a new filter-type feature selection technique, obtaining nine features to build a simplified high-performance SVM detector for VA detection. Figuera et al. [17] explore the difference in the detection of shockable rhythms involving public and out-ofhospital cardiac arrest data. Thirty previously-defined ECG features and five state-of-the-art machine learning classifiers are investigated. Papers [14] , [17] , and [22] obtain desired feature sets from the previously existing features, and show generalized classification results, however, without considering any patient-specific information.
In recent years, personalized medicine has received an increasing attention, especially as the Internet based wearable technology allows a significant amount of personal data to be collected. Aramendi et al. [24] assess the performance of two spectral and two morphological features for adult and paediatric VA detection and the result shows that the morphological parameters present significant differences between the adult and paediatric patients because of the faster heart rates of the paediatric rhythms. Irusta et al. [25] propose a high-temporal resolution algorithm to discriminate shockable from nonshockable rhythms in adults and children. Both [24] and [25] show the individual differences in two distinct populations of adults and children.
Some research on personalized ECG classification consider training with a patient's own ECG records [26] , [27] , using known general existing features in the literature. One drawback of these methods is that a patient's data cannot include all kinds of arrhythmia events, and hence is limited in arrhythmia training varieties and data size. Furthermore, these methods do not examine deeper the characteristics of individual ECG waveforms which are unique to each person and can be used as a personal identification signature [28] , missing potential effective personalized ECG features.
In this paper, we are motivated to 1) propose new personalized ECG features using the patient-specific ECG heart beat waveform; 2) select a small set of the most effective features from the newly-extracted and previously-existing features, aiming to meet the requirement of real-time application. The newly-extracted personalized features are based on the correlation between a patient's regular QRS-complex template extracted from the pre-selected regular/normal sinus rhythms (NSR) and the incoming ECG signal for VA detection.
Since our proposed VA detection method is correlation based, the applications of correlation in ECG signal processing are firstly reviewed here. Correlation based techniques have been widely used in the past, mainly in three types of applications: 1) heart rate detection [29] ; 2) alignment method for heart beats [30] ; 3) ECG classification [3] , [20] , [31] , [32] . For ECG classification, Dutta et al. [31] present a cross-correlation based threeclass ECG classification algorithm, to separate normal beats, PVC beats and other beats. They extract 20 features from the magnitude and the phase of the cross-spectral density which is calculated from the Fourier transform of the crosscorrelation sequences between each beat signal and one normal reference beat signal. For VA detection, Chen et al. divide the incoming ECG signal into short fixed-length segments and calculate the autocorrelation function (ACF) of each segment [2] , [20] . If the peak magnitudes of the ACF as a function of time lags do not pass a linear regression test, it is then determined that the test rhythm is subject to ventricular fibrillation. Chin et al. [3] classify ECG segments based on the correlation coefficients between the testing segment and the pre-extracted templates respectively for VT and VF, as well as NSR. However, VF is a random-like signal and a fixed template of VF cannot be very accurate. The classification performance is therefore not very good. Hammed and Owis [32] use a hard correlation threshold at 0.85 to distinguish the normal and abnormal beats. Such fixed threshold cannot easily adapt to personalized ECG data, noise levels and measurement platforms.
In general, correlation based approaches have two drawbacks: 1) the correlation result is directly affected by noise and interference in the ECG signal; 2) calculation of the correlation coefficients/function can be time-consuming because of the sliding operation in template matching.
Keeping these in mind, we explore new ways to obtain correlation coefficients (CCs) between the normal ECG template and testing ECG signal with reduced complexity, and search for effective CC based features for VA classification using public ECG databases. The result has potential usage in the surface wireless ECG (wECG) monitoring [33] and automated external defibrillator (AED). In particular, the contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• This paper proposes to extract a range of new personalized, simple temporal features originating from the correlation coefficients between a patient-specific QRScomplex template and the heart beats of the same patient.
• This paper studies classification performances using different feature combinations, and the best two-feature combination and the best three-feature combination which include the newly-proposed feature aveCC and medianCC respectively, outperform those mentioned in current reported methods [14] , [22] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the ECG databases, the data preprocessing and feature extraction. Section III presents personalized feature extraction. Section IV introduces the classification algorithm SVM. Section V conducts simulation and shows the superiority of the proposed method. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. DATA PREPARATION A. DATABASE INFORMATION
Three commonly-used ECG databases are used in this paper: MIT-BIH arrhythmia database (MITDB) [34] , Creighton University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database (CUDB) [35] , and MIT-BIH Malignant Ventricular Arrhythmia Database (VFDB) [36] . MITDB is composed of 48 records from different patients and each record contains 30-minute 2-channel ECG data with the sampling rate of 360 Hz. CUDB includes 35 records of 8-minute singlechannel ECG data, of which the sampling frequency is 250 Hz. VFDB includes 22 records of 30-minute 2-channel ECG data with the sampling rate of 250 Hz. In this study, only the first channels of records in MITDB and VFDB are used. Moreover, the four paced records in MITDB have been kept. The specifications about these three databases are presented in Table 1 .
B. DATA PREPROCESSING
The ECG data records are inevitably contaminated by external noises [37] and the ECG signals of interest fall in a specific frequency range. Henceforth, it is necessary to process the raw ECG data before feature extraction is conducted. To this end, the databases downloaded from the online sources [34] - [36] are preprocessed in the same way as in [14] : 1) the mean value is subtracted from the measured ECG signal; 2) the signal is filtered using a five-order moving average filter; 3) the baseline wander is removed using a high-pass filter with the 1 Hz cut-off frequency; 4) the high-frequency noise is eliminated using a second-order Butterworth lowpass filter with the cut-off frequency at 30 Hz.
The preprocessed data are segmented and labeled as VAs or non-VAs by the following labeling rule [14] . VAs include VF, VFL and VT, whereas non-VAs consist of all other rhythms. The rule of segment labeling is: one segment is labeled as +1 if no less than 50% of the data inside this segment are VAs; otherwise, this segment is labeled as −1. The segment length is 8 seconds by default. As can be observed in Table 1 , MITDB contains very few VA rhythms whereas CUDB includes a lot. The reason that MITDB is still included in the dataset, is to verify general classification performance of the proposed method when up to 15 other rhythms of MITDB are present at the same time.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Each feature characterizes the corresponding segment, distinguishing a VA segment from a non-VA segment. In the literature, many different types of features extracted from an ECG data segment have been studied, and some of them are summarized in Table 2 . Basically, these features can be divided into three types, temporal/morphological features, spectral features and complexity features.
In this paper, we propose five correlation coefficient related features and six R-peak related features for VA detection. These new features are highlighted in bold in Table 2 . aveCC, devCC, minCC, maxCC and medianCC are correspondingly the average, the standard deviation, the minimum, the maximum and the median of CCs calculated in one segment; aveRR, devRR, minRR, maxRR, and medianRR respectively represent the average, the standard deviation, the minimum, the maximum, and the median of RR intervals in one segment; numPeaks is the number of R-peaks in one ECG segment. Details about these features are elaborated in Section III.
III. PERSONALIZED FEATURE EXTRACTION
It is well known that each person has a unique QRScomplex [28] . If we use a person's regular QRS-complex as a normal template, correlating the person's ECG data samples with the template would give us a subtle indicator how similar the measured beat and the regular beat template are. In the case of severe arrhythmia events such as VAs, the similarity, in other words, the correlation coefficient will distribute randomly. Therefore, the CC related features are potentially useful incorporating the patient-specific ECG signature for VA classification. As mentioned in the introduction, traditional sliding operation for template matching in the CC calculation is computational complex.
Here we propose to simplify the CC calculation and extract new features based on the CC set from one segment. Considering the fact that QRS-complex detection is required in most ECG applications, R-peak positions would already be known after QRS detection. Therefore, we propose to simplify the CC calculation by circumventing sample sliding. Instead, align the detected R-peak with the template R-peak and compute the correlation coefficient between the QRS template and the beat corresponding to each R-peak in the segment. For segment based feature extraction, there are multiple R-peaks and hence multiple CCs in one segment. Next we try to obtain effective features based on these coefficients. There are several ways to derive a CC feature from the CC set of one segment. For example, the median, the average, the standard deviation, the minimum or the maximum of the set are all tested. aveCC and medianCC will be shown later to achieve the superior performances.
To be more specific, the CC related feature extraction is implemented by two successive stages: the QRS-complex detection and the CC related feature extraction. Besides, six R-peak related features are extracted at the same time as a comparison. The details of the two-stage feature extraction are presented next.
A. QRS DETECTION
QRS detection is the first stage for the personalized feature extraction. The objective of QRS detection is to identify the R-peaks. The QRS-complexes are detected by the well-known Pan and Tompkins (P & T) QRS-complex detection algorithm [39] . The preprocessed ECG signal goes through operations of bandpass filtering, derivative, squaring and moving-window integration. The QRS detection identifies a windowed ECG waveform as the QRS-complex, with the window length approximately the same as the maximum possible width of a QRS-complex. Then a peak detector finds the maximum point within this window as the R peak. The details are described in [39] .
In this stage, six RR related features are extracted for one segment, namely, aveRR, devRR, minRR, maxRR, medianRR and numPeaks.
B. NEW FEATURE EXTRACTION AFTER QRS DETECTION
Based on the QRS detection, the second stage about the CC related feature extraction is introduced. The average normal QRS-complex template for each person is obtained with QRS detection. The feature extraction procedure and the qualitative analysis of the CC related features are described as follows.
The general flow-chart of the proposed feature extraction algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 : first, data preprocessing such as filtering and data segmentation is conducted when raw realtime ECG data come in; then, for each segment, the QRS detection are applied and a set of R peaks is located; based on the RR set, six R-peak related features are calculated; meanwhile, with each detected R peak as a fiducial point, each value of a CC set is obtained from aligning the prepared QRS-complex template with the corresponding detected QRS-complex and calculating the correlation coefficient of the two time series (Fig. 2) ; based on the CC set, five CC related features are extracted. The mathematical description of the feature extraction is introduced in Algorithm 1. The ECG segment to determine the template was manually selected for each record, and in practice this can be done in an initialization phase in a portable ECG monitor or holter. Thus the QRS-complex template is established after the QRS detection in our simulation as described by the step 3 in Algorithm 1. Automatic determination and update of the template can be designed for real-time ECG as future work.
As shown in Figs. 3-5 , the detected R-peaks by the P & T algorithm are marked using red circles, including real R-peaks and mistakenly detected R-peaks. For the NSR segments, the detected R-peaks are almost the real R-peaks based on the fact that QRS detection rate is high [39] . However, the random property of a VA segment leads to the randomness for detected R-peaks. Given the fact that the detected R-peak positions in VA segments are random, the CC calculated from 
The RR related features are obtained by
3: Extract the normalized average normal QRS-complex template for each patient. A pre-selected normal segment from each record is denoted as the t th segment. Then in the template segment, a series of J t R-peaks is detected and denoted as R t . The corresponding J t QRS-complex time series are aligned by R-peaks, averaged, and normalized into the range of [0,1]. The normalized average QRS-complex template is expressed by
4: Calculate the CC set for the i th segment and extract the CC related features based on the CC set. The CC set is calculated by
The CC related features are obtained by
. (5) 5: Repeat from Step 2 to Step 4 to get CC related values for all the segments. 6: End. the R-peak alignment will be low because the VA waveform has dissimilar shapes to the average normal template. As shown in Fig. 6 , the values of medianCC are generally high for non-VA segments while they are in the low range for VA segments on the complete dataset. 
IV. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM
Support vector machine (SVM) is a widely used and effective algorithm in the literature [40] , [41] . Among the numerous variants of SVMs, the soft-margin SVM using a Gaussian kernel function is widely adopted in practical classification problems. This method can classify data having non-linear relationship with features, and also non-separable data with a designed or minimum error rate [42] . The SVM model is confirmed through two-stage operations: the first stage is to train this model on the training set; the second stage is to evaluate the classification performance of the model on the test set. The model with desired performance is finally determined. The basic SVM operation is described as follows.
Given any feature vectorsx i ∈ R M ×1 and the corresponding labels y i ∈ {+1, −1} on the training set, the following optimization problem is solved
where the weight vector
, s i represents the violation value of data pair (x i , y i ) to the classification boundaries, τ is the cost parameter for the violation chosen by users, and b is an unknown constant. By using Lagrange multipliers, the Lagrange dual problem of (6) is expressed as
where µ i is a lagrange multiplier corresponding to the constraints of (6),
Gaussian kernel and σ is a user-defined parameter. After solving (7) and obtaining the lagrange multiplier set, the first stage of SVM classification is completed. The second stage for SVM classification is to evaluate the performance of the classification model. For any known feature vectorx on the test set, the predicted labelŷ is obtained asŷ
By comparing the predicted labels with the true labels on the whole test set, the classification performance is analysed by calculating performance indices. There are several commonly-used statistical indices to characterize the classification performance, such as the sensitivity (SE), the specificity (SP), the accuracy (ACC), the area under the curve (AUC), the false positive rate (FPR), the positive prediction (PP) and the balanced error rate (BER) [14] .
V. SIMULATION
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed personalized features for VA classification using SVM are evaluated through simulation. A total number of 105 records are considered in this paper. In order to guarantee the data independence between the training dataset and the test dataset [43] , a recordbased data division and a database-based data division are both employed. As seen in Table 1 , the classification problem we deal with is a binary classification of unbalanced data. To solve the unbalanced classification problem, τ in the SVM optimization problem (Eq. (6) For the record-based data division [22] , the whole dataset is divided by randomly choosing 70% records (74 records) as the training set and the left 30% records (31 records) as the test set. This data division procedure is repeated 50 times. The SVM classifier is trained on the training set and validated on the test set. The mean and the standard deviation of the 50-time classification performances on the test set are calculated and presented in tables. The performances are sorted descendingly according to AUC values for different feature combinations.
First, Table 3 shows the classification performance using SVM with a single feature. TCSC performs well in terms of BER and AUC. VFleak ranks the best in SP, PP and ACC. Our proposed feature medianCC achieves the highest SE among all the features. Table 4 shows the classification performance using two features chosen from the feature set. There are 171 two-feature combinations in total. The top-ten feature combinations with the highest AUC values are presented. Our proposed feature aveCC and medianCC, combined with VFleak respectively, achieve the best two AUC values, whereas the VOLUME 5, 2017 combination of aveCC and VFleak also obtains the highest SP and ACC. Table 5 shows the classification performance with threefeature combinations. Among 969 three-feature combinations, the new features, aveCC and medianCC, separately working with VFleak and MEA, achieve the highest two AUC values, which is consistent with the results presented in Table 4 . The combination of VFleak, MEA and aveCC performs the best in terms of SP, PP, ACC, BER and AUC, with an acceptable SE, compared with two top-three combinations mentioned in the previously existing papers, i.e., the combination of TCSC, VFleak and SpEn [14] , and the combination of Count2, VFleak and A3 [22] . Furthermore, in the top-ten combinations with the highest AUC values, aveCC appears four times and medianCC appears five times, only after VFleak.
For the database-based data division, we do simulations to test three-feature combinations, namely, any two databases as the training set and the third one as the test set. As there are only a few VA segments in the MITDB database (shown in Table 1 ), MITDB database is only used in the training sets, combined with CUDB or VFDB, involving up to 15 other rhythms as kind of interference.
For data from CUDB as the test set, among 969 threefeature combinations, the best three-feature combination are (medianCC, MAV, SpEn); medianCC and aveCC appear respectively 6 times and 5 times in the top-ten three-feature combinations, as shown in Table 6 . For data from VFDB as the test set, the best ones are (VFleak, medianCC, MEA); medianCC and aveCC appear respectively 4 times and 3 times, as shown in Table 7 .
The limitation of the proposed method is that our used QRS-complex template is not designed to be adaptive in this paper. This is not a problem when using the open source databases, as the regular normal beat signals do not vary much in each record. Besides, the template we used is the QRS-complex (R complex), which is known as a function of distance, other than the heart rate. So the R complex remains fairly constant with changes in heart rate, other than the P complex or the T complex [28] . In the real time online application of this template, the patient-specific fixed template should be further verified at different heart rates.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed two new simple, effective, personalized temporal features named aveCC and medianCC for VA detection. These two features have been selected and verified among 11 newly-extracted features and 15 previouslyvalidated existing features. Combined with one or two other features, aveCC or medianCC works well with SVM classifiers under both the record-based data division and the database-based data division of well-known public ECG databases.
Through 50-times record-based data division, the effectiveness of our proposed features have been validated by the statistic results on the test sets. The top two two-feature combinations are VFleak with aveCC, and VFleak with medianCC. The top two three-feature combinations are respectively aveCC and medianCC combined with VFleak and MEA.
For database-based data division, the three-feature combination of medianCC, MAV, and SpEn ranks atop when testing on CUDB with VFDB and MITDB as the training set. And the combination of VFleak, medianCC, and MEA ranks first when testing on VFDB with CUDB and MITDB as the training set.
In conclusion, these simple two or three features involving aveCC or medianCC achieve the best classification performances using SVMs, compared to other feature combinations. These features, especially aveCC and medianCC, have explicit physical meanings and low implementation complexity. The top two-feature and three-feature combinations enable accurate, low complexity, fast and personalized VA detection, leading to potential usage in real time ECG detection applications to improve the prediction of sudden cardiac death.
